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A fugitive captured.A hero forsaken.A secret revealed.It wasn’t supposed to be this way. Three

days. That’s what they promised. But on Earth the danger is unrelenting, and promises are

hard to keep.Now Sheriff Duke is the one on the run, chased by an unexpected enemy eager

to finish what they started. An enemy with an agenda that begins with killing him but ends with

something worse.Much, much worse.Once the secret is out, the universe will never be the

same…
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Special Officer Lynn Nguyen sat back in her chair. Her eyes were getting heavy. Her stomach

was complaining. It had been too long since she had eaten, and sleep didn’t come quickly last

night.She had spent her entire career assessing and mitigating risk, both inside the Centurion

Space Force and in her secret capacity as an employee of the syndicate known as the Trust. It

was her job to quantify deals and decisions, to ensure that due diligence was committed on

every action using a suite of tools her department had developed over the last two dozen

years. Hardware, software, artificial intelligence, social engineering. Each was a means to an

end, like a fork to eat or a gun to kill. She was a consummate professional. She took great

pride in her work.And Nathan Stacker had fucked everything up.It wasn’t the nature of the

former Space Force captain’s escape that had ruined her nights and her appetite. While she

had approved the plan to kill Niobe Rivera Stacker and signed-off on the decision to frame

Nathan for it, she could only make judgments based on algorithms, not do the work for the

other members of the group. Instead, it was the knowledge that he most likely controlled the

very thing that could destroy everything she and the others had worked so hard to build.The

information that had made his wife’s murder inevitable in the first place.She allowed herself a

small smirk at the absurdity. The carelessness. The simplicity. They said that little things make

big things happen. In this case, the smallest bit of leaked data had caused all of this to occur. It

was information that no one on Proxima should have ever found or been interested in, and yet

Niobe Rivera Stacker had.She didn’t know what that information was herself. It was classified

to the top level of both Proxima Command and the Trust, and the fact that it had been exposed

at all had led to a massive lockdown on anything even remotely associated to it, as well as the

untimely deaths of a number of technicians. Even if she could have accessed it, she wouldn’t

have gone anywhere near it. The organization valued her, but not that much.“Special Officer

Nguyen?”She was jostled out of her head by General Haeri’s deep voice, calling on her to

deliver her report. She glanced over at the older man, noting the bags under his eyes. He

hadn’t been sleeping much lately, either.“Sir. Sorry, sir,” she said, leaning forward and pushing

herself to her feet. The other members of Command smiled knowingly. None of them could

deny these meetings were necessary, but also less than thrilling.She straightened the front of

her uniform against her petite frame before making her way to the front of the conference room.

She pushed a lock of black hair away from her eye and then waved her hand in front of her

Oracle to activate the holographic projector embedded in the table. A three-dimensional star

map hovered over the group, with Proxima B outlined in red. She closed her hand, and the map

zoomed out until there were blank spots around the edges in a nearly perfect sphere. She

wiggled her fingers, and areas of the sphere began to vanish.“As you know, the areas that are

falling off are the areas we’ve already explored, mapped, and logged.”The other Officers were

quiet. They knew her routine. They waited a few seconds for the explored areas to go dark. It

left a black hole in the area directly around Proxima and a lot of white stars beyond. They had



all been doing this too long to be affected by the amount of space still to be cataloged, but if

there had been a newcomer to the meeting, they would have ogled at how much uncharted

space remained after nearly two centuries of exploration.Was it any wonder they had never

found their enemy?She wiggled her fingers again, navigating through her presentation on her

Oracle. A few of the white areas turned green.“These are the exploration patterns Colonel Bard

has submitted for the next round of sorties. I’m transmitting the full docket to your Oracles now

so you can review personnel and ship data. Of course, as you probably already know this

schedule has been recently altered to allow for the repair of the Praeton Space Force

complex’s airlock, which is limiting operations from our largest base.”“What is the ETA on the

repairs, Special Officer Nguyen?” Brigadier General Brie asked. She was a larger woman, with

white hair tied back into a bun behind her head. She was as no-nonsense as they came.“Three

weeks, ma’am,” Lynn replied.“I thought the repairs were supposed to be done by now?”

General Haeri said.“They were, sir. We had a minor setback with one of the hydraulic arms. Xin

Yamaguchi discovered a flaw in one of the replicators. Unfortunately, the size of the arms

means they take time to produce. Yamaguchi Corp has been asked to triple-check the entire

process to ensure this doesn’t happen again.”“Thank you, Special Officer.”“My team has run full

due diligence against the suggested exploration patterns,” Lynn continued. “Our confidence

level is over the ninety-fifth percentile on all of the suggested missions.”The members of

Command shared another knowing smile. None of them could remember the last time the

Assurance Department had come back at less than ninety-five percent for an exploration

mission. Budget decisions, on the other hand…“All in favor,” General Haeri said, putting the

proposed mission parameters to a vote. Eight hands went up in unison. “Approved.”“Thank you,

sir,” Lynn said. She sat down again, leaning back and drifting away as the meeting

continued.Stacker. His escape had made him a wildcard against the efforts of the Assurance

Department. Their calculations suggested he wasn’t a threat, and that the odds of his return

from Earth were as good as nil. Maybe that helped them sleep at night, but the odds of losing

control of such destructive intel had been as good as nil too.The Trust had sent one operative

to deal with the crisis. One, when the data had suggested a seventy-eight percent success rate

versus a ninety-one percent rate if the entire squad remained under their control. They didn’t

want that many people knowing they had screwed up and Imani Shia was supposed to be one

of the best.Lynn hoped so. The entire syndicate was on edge, waiting for Judicus to

return.“That’s all we have on the agenda today,” General Haeri said. “Dismissed.”Lynn stood up

again and started for the door.“Special Officer Nguyen, if you could wait just a moment?”

General Haeri said.“Of course, sir,” she replied.She stood in front of her chair, straightening her

skirt. The General motioned her over once the other members of Command had cleared the

room.“Lynn,” he said, indicating that their meeting wasn’t official Space Force business. “I have

a package for you.”“Yes, sir,” she replied.His eye twitched as he worked his Oracle. A moment

later, hers signaled she had received a file transfer.“I want you to prioritize this assessment,” he

said.She opened the file and scanned it. “What’s the impetus behind this?”“We have some new

concerns, which are outlined further in the package.”“Our contact on Earth?”“Yes. The last

shipment we received was less than optimal. We need to remind Tinker who he’s working

for.”“Yes, sir. I’ll get this into the system immediately.”“You’ll find a new deposit to your account

in thanks for your diligence. I know this whole Stacker thing has turned into a much bigger

mess than we anticipated, but we can’t afford to let that hold up the rest of our operations.”“Of

course, sir.” She saluted the General.“Dismissed.”She headed out of the conference room,

walking briskly along the long corridor toward the lifts. The Assurance Department was on the

top floor, with an incredible view of both Praeton and the river. She scanned the file on her



Oracle while she walked, smiling at the proposal. The Trust had reconsidered her earlier

recommendation.This wasn’t about Tinker or the supplies he was delivering to them. They

would never admit it openly, but this was a preemptive decision to raise the success rate to one

hundred percent confidence that neither Nathan Stacker or his wife would ever come back to

haunt them.Chapter 2General James Stacker dropped the helmet of his Mark Three Advanced

Combat Armor on the long table. He stared at himself in the mirror hanging over it for a

moment, making a visual note of the anger that pulled the skin tense across the bone.“This

whole thing has turned into a fucking mess,” he grumbled.“Sir?” Major Sarah “Doc” Anderson

replied from behind him.She was the only other person with him in the small room, his

personal changing area beneath the structure that formed the base’s armory. Her voice was as

tense as her face.James grabbed one of the metal gauntlets with the other, twisting until it

snapped and hissed slightly, and then gently dislodging it. He did the same with the other and

placed both on the table beside the helmet. He remained in silent contemplation while he

turned to the right and took two steps back. A spider-like group of arms shifted from its mount

on the wall, locking onto specialized bolts in the combat armor, turning them exactly nine-

tenths of a centimeter and releasing the suit’s locks. The forward armor slid aside, each metal

plate collapsing over the next until his body was free from neck to knees, revealing the man

beneath it.Even with the armor gone, it was difficult to assess which part of James Stacker was

organic and which was mechanical. Tarnished metal reached up to a newer polished metal

ring, which was slightly overlapped by puckered skin below the hips on both sides, which

vanished into a pair of ragged underwear and a t-shirt that covered his groin and upper torso.

There was more puckered skin and another set of metal rings beneath the sleeves of the shirt,

as well as a molded metal plate that ran along his left pec and down along his side. One brown

eye and one black eye shifted slightly to make contact with Doc’s gaze, and then the general

stepped out of the armor and onto the cracked tile floor.“A fucking mess,” he repeated. His

voice was rough, with a slight reverberation that betrayed the synthesized nature of it. “Nathan

wasn’t supposed to be here.”“Yes, sir. You were the one who saved his life.”James took a step

toward her. She backed away. He wasn’t normally a violent man, but stress could make him do

things he often came to regret, and he was feeling more than a little stressed.“What would you

have done?” he asked. “We still haven’t recovered the chip. We need the continued support if

we’re going to complete the trials, especially now that we’ve shown our hand to the Centurion

Space Force.”“I wouldn’t go that far, sir. We destroyed the dropship.”“Wonderful. And what do

you think is going to happen when it never returns to Proxima? Do you think Command is

going to shrug it off? Even if our contacts manage to delay the response, there will be a

response.”“I don’t think you’re giving them enough credit, sir. The next group of Spacers to

come down will scan the area, find the wreckage, and determine the crash an accident. Even if

it clearly wasn’t. Our people will see to that.”“Will they?” James asked.“If they want to stay

hidden long enough to finish the trials, they will. If they want to keep the information Nathan’s

wife discovered a secret, they will.”“They never should have lost it.”“Do you even know what

she found that was worth killing her over, sir?”He shook his head. “No. And I don’t care. The

less we know about the details, the more focused we can stay on our goals. What I do know is

if they go down, we go down. No Contact Protocol or not, Proxima Command will nuke our

fucking asses from orbit and call it the end of a good day.” He looked down at her, his

expression grim. “I’m not ready to lose this, Sarah. Our work isn’t done yet. Tinker’s work isn’t

done yet.”“If Tinker’s missiles had worked the way he said they would, none of this would be an

issue. His comms hack worked flawlessly to give us notice that the Explorer was

incoming.”“And that the Spacers were dropping from high-altitude,” James said. “But it’s fucking



useless if the ordnance doesn’t do its job.” He shook his head again. He could feel the veins in

his forehead throbbing. He had lost a lot of good soldiers going over to Manhattan to deal with

Stacker and the Spacers. Soldiers that would have been put to better use. Tinker had never

been the most stable man, even by James’ standards. He’d been getting steadily worse as the

trials drew closer to completion.The founder of the Liberators was becoming reckless, his work

shoddy. It was nothing like when James was first made. It was nothing like when Tinker acted

as a father and a creator, instead of a messiah.James turned away from Sarah, crossing to the

other side of the room and a row of lockers bolted to the wall. They were old and faded and

partially eaten by rust. The hinges whined when he pulled the door to the largest one open. He

had a change of clothes inside. It was a replica of a United States Space Force uniform, dark

green with the eagle and star logo on a patch over the chest. Even as a more recently made

fake, it was still faded and worn. Edenrise only had one textile fabrication unit, and it struggled

to keep up with demand.He pulled it out of the locker, along with a clean t-shirt and underwear.

A knock on the edge of the door frame drew his attention.“General Stacker, sir,” a soldier said,

coming to attention outside the doorway.“Lieutenant Hong,” Stacker said. “Report.”“Sergeant

Poole reported back, sir. Three more of the Spacers are confirmed KIA, including our

contact.”James nodded. Their tracking system had counted eight targets during their attempted

HALD drop. Two had died on the way in. Three more in this recent fighting was five.“We’re still

missing three of them?” he asked.“No, sir,” Hong replied. “Not missing, sir. They managed to

take one of our cars. Poole has a unit in pursuit. They’re still in the city. He said they must be

Special Forces because of how difficult they are to kill.”James sighed, reaching back into the

locker to hang up the uniform. “I suppose I have to go back out there and deal with them

myself?”“Sergeant Poole requested the Hellion, sir.”James clenched his jaw. The pulse in his

head intensified. He wasn’t about to send his best weapon into the city over a few Centurions.

He closed his eyes, considering the options.“Tell Sergeant Poole he has ten minutes to report

that the targets are destroyed. If I make it back out into the field, he won’t be making it

home.”He could see Hong’s shiver at the ultimatum. “Yes, sir,” his Lieutenant said, saluting.

Then he headed off to deliver the message.“Like I said,” James repeated. “A fucking mess.”He

returned to the combat armor, stepping back inside.Sarah watched him, a look of concern on

her face. She had always been a worrier. “What about Nathan, sir?”“Keep him sedated and

search him. We need to know if he has the chip. I’ll find you once I get back.”“Sir, we don’t need

him alive to—”“No. He survived this long; he may prove useful.”“Feeling sentimental,

sir?”“Because he’s a Stacker? Not in the way you think. Every asset is valuable, Major. A

replica like him is more valuable still. I know they wanted him dead, but seeing as how he’s

made it this far, I believe we can put him to better use.”“They aren’t going to be happy, sir.

Neither will Tinker. You could be making a mistake.”James smirked. He wasn’t arrogant enough

to think he never made mistakes. He was arrogant enough to believe this wasn’t one of them.

“We’ll see, Major. We’ll see.”Chapter 3“Ithought this would be easier,” Animal said, ducking his

head as more bullets hit the rear of the car. A few of them found the open space where a

window had once been and thumped into the thick cushioning behind them.“Based on what?”

Sheriff Hayden Duke replied.They reached the end of a city block, and he made a hard right

that caused the rear of the car to fishtail on its already beaten rims. He expected the vehicle to

give out any second.“I don’t know. The enemy's air support took off. I figured that would be the

end of it.”Hayden didn’t say it, but he had thought so too. He was surprised the group that had

assaulted them in the hospital was still on their tail, still giving chase, and still shooting at them.

Whoever was in charge really wanted them out of commission.He supposed he shouldn’t be

surprised. They had killed Frank and Neko on the way into the city. They had killed Happy and



Seventy near the hospital.And Judge had killed Bennett.He clenched his hand tightly on the

steering wheel when he thought of the Spacer’s betrayal. Judge had been working for the Trust.

She had orders to kill Nathan Stacker, regardless of whether he was innocent or not. Whatever

he knew, they didn’t want him to share it with anyone else.They didn’t know it was too late for

that. They didn’t know Stacker had told him what he was doing, and about the data chip the

replica’s late wife had hidden in her wedding ring.The wedding ring Hayden was carrying in the

pocket of his fatigues.He had taken it from Stacker because he knew it was what the soldiers

were after, in addition to Stacker himself. The fugitive was pissed about that, and Hayden

understood why. The ring was a symbol of the love Nathan had lost, and the love he was still

carrying in his heart. He didn’t want to give it up.In his anger, he couldn’t see that it was for the

best. If the enemy wanted two things, it was better to split those two things up. Hayden hoped

Stacker had made it out of the city, or was at least hiding somewhere and would find a way off

the island eventually. In the meantime, it was his responsibility to keep the ring safe, to keep

the data chip safe, until he could find somewhere to have it processed and find out what was

on it. If there was one thing he knew for sure — if criminals didn’t want some information to get

out, the more people who knew what that information was, the better.“Sheriff!” Animal cried,

getting Hayden’s attention.He looked to the left, hitting the brakes and making a hard turn as

another car came toward them, moving too fast to avoid. He managed to get the front end clear

before the two vehicles collided, the armored front of the enemy car smashing into the rear end

of the driver’s side and sending them spinning into an old light pole.The car rocked to a stop,

the hit shaking up Hayden and Animal despite the belts they were wearing. There was little

time to recover. The trailing cars came to a stop nearby, their occupants climbing out.Bullets

started pinging off the armored plates bolted to the sheet metal of the car and coming in

through the open windows. Hayden and Animal both unclasped their belts and ducked low

beneath the front bench seat, with Hayden doing his best to cover their heads with his hands.

He felt the bullets when they smacked into the metal prosthetics, leaving small dents and

scratches in the tough alloy. It was the only thing keeping them from serious harm.“We’re

trapped in here, Sheriff,” Animal said. His face was losing its soldier calm, his eyes showing a

bit of panic. “There’s no way out.”Hayden lowered one of his hands to the revolver at his hip. He

opened the cylinder. Four bullets left. His ammo belt was empty, the rest of his ammunition

spent.“Stay down,” he said. “I’m going for it.”“You won’t even get your head out of the car before

it gets blown off, sir,” Animal replied.The attack stopped, someone outside calling a momentary

cease-fire. Hayden could hear the magazines released and fresh ones loaded.He sat back up

in the driver’s seat, reaching out and wrapping his hand around the bottom sill of the door. He

gripped it impossibly tight, his mind registering the tension as he flexed the synthetic muscles

of the fake arm.The frame bent slightly. Then the solder fusing the door closed began to give

way.“You have to be kidding,” Animal said, watching the exercise with awe.“Get ready.”The

soldiers were moving, working to get in position around the car. They kept their rifles up, freshly

armed and ready to shoot.“You might as well surrender,” a gruff voice said. “There’s no way out.

Let us shoot you in the head, save yourselves the pain.”“Go fuck yourself!” Animal shouted.

Hayden glanced back at him, and he shrugged. “We’re going to die anyway, right?”“Gomes,

Hall, get them out of there.”Hayden kept pushing against the door, using all of the strength in

the arm to weaken it. They were running out of time.No, they were out of time. The two soldiers

moved in, rifles aimed at Hayden and Animal.“Put your fucking hands up!” one of them

shouted, shoving the rifle forward.Hayden looked up at the man. A kid, really. He was too

young to be out here. Too young to be ready to kill him.“I said, put them the fuck up!” the kid

repeated.“You’re going to bring the trife, you keep shouting like that,” Hayden said, slowly



releasing the frame of the door and raising his hands. The kid looked at the damage he had

done, amazed by the strength of the replacements.“Now get out,” the kid said.Hayden glanced

at Animal.“Don’t look at him. Just get the hell out.”Hayden started climbing out of the car on his

side. Animal did the same on the other. He was halfway out of the window when a sharp crack

sounded from somewhere nearby, and the kid stumbled forward. Hayden reached out and

caught him, holding him as blood started to emerge from a new hole in his chest.“Ambush!”

someone shouted.The enemy soldiers started shifting, looking away from the car for the

source of the attack.Another crack and a second soldier fell.Who the hell was helping them?

Stacker?Hayden brought one hand up to cover his face, using the other to pull himself the rest

of the way out of the car. He fell to the ground, and then he had his revolver in hand, pivoting

on his knee, aiming and firing.His target’s head snapped sideways, a bullet piercing his skull.

Hayden stood up, shouting as he charged the soldiers, stealing their attention away from the

shooter. He cracked one of them hard across the jaw, the blow forceful enough to spin the

victim nearly all the way around. The other soldier turned to defend himself, rewarded by a trio

of bullets hitting him in the side, coming from Animal’s direction.“Clear!” the Spacer

announced.Hayden quickly looked around. They had dropped half a dozen targets in a matter

of seconds. He turned his attention to the shadows, looking for their guardian angel. She

appeared a moment later, ragged and bloody, her clothes torn and dirty, her hair a tangled

mess. Hayden recognized her through the grime.“Rhonna?”She limped toward them without

speaking. She had a pistol in her hand, but it fell from her grip as she approached.“Oh, shit,

Sheriff. I lost her back at the hospital. I figured her for dead.”“She’s in shock. Grab her and let’s

go.”Hayden ran to one of the stopped cars. Its engine was still running, purring too smoothly for

such an old vehicle. Someone knew how to take care of them. He climbed in, throwing it in

reverse and then maneuvering to where Animal was holding Rhonna and guiding her toward

the car. He came to a stop beside them and the Spacer lifted her into his arms, sliding her into

the back seat.“I think we’re — oh, fuck,” Animal said, his eyes shifting to the sky. He jumped

into the back of the car behind Rhonna. “Get us the hell out of here, Sheriff. That stealth ship is

back.”Chapter 4Hayden found the spot where Animal was looking. The ship wasn’t trying to

hide. It had flashing lights on each end of its stubby wings, and a searchlight came on,

beaming down right at them.The bullets came an instant later, fired from a large gun mounted

to the side of the vessel. The muzzle flashes were long and bright, the rounds a high caliber

that chewed into the ground, edging closer to their new ride.Hayden pulled himself into the

driver’s seat, pressing the button on the dash to activate the car. The rounds from the

helicopter were deafening, echoing like thunder across the night. The car roared to life, and he

threw it into reverse, backing it away from the carnage. The shooter expected him to go

forward, and the rounds skipped over the car, only two or three hitting the armor plating and

punching almost all the way through before digging up weeds and concrete in front of them.He

put the car back into drive and shoved his foot down on the accelerator. The engine screamed

and the vehicle shot forward, bouncing hard over a pair of dead soldiers as he frantically tried

to get them away from the scene.The car moved into the center of the street, heading south.

The shooting stopped, the helicopter pausing its attack to follow. Hayden kept turning his head

to look for it, watching as it swept away to the right and vanished behind a building.“It’s going to

circle back,” Animal said, watching it too.“We need somewhere to lose it,” Hayden said, already

hitting the brakes. If the enemy thought they were going south, he was going north. “Rhonna,

you know this city. Rhonna?”The woman was still in a daze, staring blankly out the window. She

had enough agency to shoot the enemy soldiers, but not help them now?“Rhonna,” Animal

said, shaking her. “Come on. We need you. Snap out of it.”She looked over at him. Then she



pointed out the front window.Hayden returned his attention to the road. A group of trife were

charging the car. One of them leaped over the spiked grill and landed on the armored hood. It

hit its claws against the metal wiring protecting the windshield, trying to tear through.Hayden

hit the brakes again, but the trife was already holding on. Slowing down let the others get near

the car, and two more jumped onto the back, trying to lean in through the side

windows.Rhonna ducked away from them, pressing herself between the seats. Animal raised

the rifle he had taken, blasting each of the demons in the head and knocking them

away.Hayden sped up again, the car heading north toward an even larger group of trife. He

reached an intersection and turned, heading west.“Rhonna, we need to get out of here,”

Hayden said. “There has to be a way. These other cars came from somewhere.”“I… I don’t

know,” she said. “There’s…” She screamed as a trife leaped at the car from the side, getting a

hand in the window and almost grabbing her. Animal shot it a moment later. “I want to go home.

Get us underground. The trife won’t follow.”“But the soldiers will,” Hayden said. “And there are

too many of them. Think. How can a car get onto the island?”He accelerated down a more

narrow street, heading west. A car was blocking the path ahead. “Hold on,” he said, not even

trying to slow as he plowed into the back end, throwing it violently away with a loud crash. The

impact barely slowed them down, the reinforced grill preventing them from taking any damage.

They continued along, crossing two more streets.Hayden heard the heavy, rhythmic thumping

of the helicopter’s cannon an instant before the rounds started chewing the street ahead of

them again. He nearly closed his eyes as they passed through the barrage, one of the rounds

piercing the car and passing clean through, leaving a large hole in the roof. He looked over and

up, finding the aircraft moving ahead, slipping sideways while it tracked them.“Rhonna!” he

shouted, turning the car north again to get away from the helicopter.“There’s an old tunnel,” she

said. “On the west side. South of here. But it’s sealed. Part of it collapsed a long time

ago.”“Unless it was unsealed,” Hayden said. “West and south?”Rhonna looked out the window,

judging their location. “Yes.”“Right past the enemy ship,” he said. “Hold on.”He wrenched the

steering wheel to the left, turning the car west at the next intersection. They passed over a

cross street and headed south. The only good news was that they seemed to have outpaced

the trife.The car made it another three blocks before the enemy ship appeared again, darting

out from behind the remains of a taller building and hovering in front of them.“Shit,” Hayden

said, watching the helicopter rotate to get its cannon in line with them. They were getting close

enough he could see the silhouette of the soldier guiding the weapon, a tall, bulky figure in

what looked like some kind of combat armor.The rounds started raining down on them again.

Hayden didn’t dare slow down and give the enemy a chance to put more bullets into the car, so

he sped up instead. The slugs pounded across the hood, sinking through the armor and into

the engine. They worked their way back, crushing the wiring in the windshield and punching

through the glass, breaking it to pieces. One of the rounds caught Hayden’s right wrist, and the

replacement sparked, the last two fingers clenching against the wheel. Then the rounds hit

along the roof and down the trunk before stopping a moment later after they began to detonate

the road.Hayden glanced over at his hand. The prosthetic was ripped open, the synthetic

muscles damaged. If it had been a real hand, he would have lost it above the wrist.He half-

expected the car to give out right away. Instead, some of the gauges began to complain, and a

moment later smoke started to pour from the hood. Hayden kept his foot on the gas, keeping it

moving for as long as it would go.“Rhonna, how far?” he asked.“I’m not sure. Half a mile?” she

replied.He didn’t know how that translated to kilometers, but it didn’t sound far. He leaned his

head out the window, looking back in search of the helicopter. It had disappeared, likely angling

to get in front of them again.“Shit, that was close,” Animal said. “We can’t afford to take another



hit like that, Sheriff.”“It’s already too late,” Hayden replied, watching the gauges. “I don’t know if

we’re going to make it.”“We’re all dead if we don’t.”They covered two more streets before the

car started shaking, the smoke billowing out of it. Hayden brought the car to a stop.“We aren’t

getting out this way,” he said. “Come on.”He climbed out of the car. Animal and Rhonna did the

same. The smoke from the dying car filled the air around them, rising and giving them limited

cover as the helicopter circled into view, the searchlight brightening the area and bouncing off

the burning particles. It didn’t bother shooting through the obscured air, and Hayden could see

it start sinking toward the street to allow its passengers to jump off.The three of them ran to the

nearest alley opposite the enemy vessel. Hayden’s hand hung limply at the end of the

prosthetic, the power cut beneath the elbow of the device. He gripped his revolver in his other

hand, though he only had two bullets left in the weapon.They didn’t slow when they reached

the alley. Rhonna moved ahead of them, expertly moving around the debris that lined the area

despite the limited light. Hayden and Animal followed her path until they reached the next

street.She pulled to a stop at the corner, remaining beside the edge of the building. She

pointed up and out.Hayden came up beside her, finding the helicopter back in the air, its light

sweeping over the area. It had a general idea where they had gone, and the beam split the

darkness one block over.“We have to cross,” Hayden said, pointing to the alley on the other

side of the street. There was a chance the enemy would see them, but they had to take

it.Rhonna didn’t wait for instructions. She bolted from her place, charging across the street.

Hayden and Animal did the same. The ground lit up around them as they neared the other

side, the pilot finding them right before they reached the alley.Animal stopped and turned,

which caused Hayden to stop. He watched the Spacer bring the rifle up, aiming quickly and

firing a burst of three rounds. He heard a crack, and then the searchlight went out. It was a shot

only a Centurion Space Force replica could make.“Fuck you,” Animal growled.He was about to

turn back to rejoin them when something at the far end of the first alley caught his attention.

Hayden noticed it too. A light at the end of the street, mounted to the shoulder of the soldier’s

strange armor.Animal dove to the right as the enemy started shooting, heavy rounds cutting

across the alley and skipping into the pavement where the Centurion had just been standing.

He popped to his feet, glancing back at Hayden and Rhonna before charging to the right,

cutting the angle between the armored enemy and the cover of the buildings nearby.“Sheriff,

get out of here,” Animal said through the comm.“I’m not leaving you behind,” Hayden said. He

brought his revolver up, aiming at the armored soldier as if his six-shooter would do a fucking

thing to it.“Don’t be stupid, Sheriff.”Animal reached the building, pressing tight against it. The

soldier was approaching the corner, moving cautiously. He knew Animal was trying to catch

him as he emerged. He was ready for it.“Sheriff,” Rhonna said. “Come on.”She grabbed his

arm, tugging on him to get moving again. He kept staring back at Animal. They didn’t leave

people behind.“Sheriff,” Animal said. “If Stacker is innocent that means someone else killed his

wife and set him up. Maybe the same people that sent us after him, and maybe the same

assholes that are chasing us now. Whatever is going on, you have to get a message out to

Command. I know you have the resources to do it. The mission is more important than my

life.”Hayden could almost feel the weight of Stacker’s wedding band suddenly pulling him down.

Animal was right. Whatever this was about, he was convinced it would have consequences for

both Earth and Proxima. There was a secret the Trust didn’t want getting out. A secret that tied

them to well-equipped forces here, and maybe…He stopped fighting Rhonna’s tugging, letting

her pull him away.“Fucking go, Sheriff!” Animal shouted into the comm.Hayden heard the

gunfire a moment later, the two soldiers exchanging rounds. It continued for his next dozen

rapid heartbeats as he and Rhonna ran.He felt guilty for leaving, guilty for running before



Animal had begged him to do it and before the Spacer was dead. He had done it anyway,

because of what Animal said and because of what Bennett had said about the Trust before

that. Whatever was on the chip was too important to lose. It was too important to ignore.Earth

was in bad shape. It was overrun with aliens, its people scattered and struggling and in some

cases turning to the worst sides of themselves to survive. It was a planet that tried to kill him

and the ones he loved almost daily. A planet that was a hard place to stay alive in the best of

times.But damn it, Earth was his fucking planet.His home. His responsibility. Animal was right

that he had to do something.With Bennett dead, he wasn’t about to send a message to

Proxima Command. Not when they were the same Command who had abandoned the planet

to the trife and then called its inhabitants savages. The same Command who had been using

Earth as a science experiment for the last two hundred years, and the same Command the

Trust had already infiltrated at the highest level.He didn’t know all that much about Proxima,

beyond Bennett and Rico and the other Spacers he had recently met like Animal and Danethi.

But he still knew people, and he could still put two and two together. He didn’t trust Proxima

Command. He also didn’t trust the Trust. Without Bennett, there was no one from humankind’s

distant settlement that he believed in.No one except Nathan Stacker.Chapter 5They reached

the end of the next alley, which dumped them out at the edge of a wide street, cratered,

broken, battered, and dark by the passage of time. Cars were haphazardly thrown around the

visible length of it, dented and rusted or reduced to pieces, cast off by what Hayden guessed

had been a series of bombs dropped in the area by the United States military forces centuries

earlier. The area was brighter than he expected, illuminated not only by the stars above but

also by a series of lights that ran along a large mass on the other side of the crossing nearly

four hundred meters away. The lights were reflecting against a body of water that stretched

ahead of them, twinkling in the soft current. They had also revealed more trife nearby,

gathering along the roadside and heading in the direction of the gunfire.“The river,” Rhonna

said. “It was called the Hudson. The mainland is on the other side. It’s too dark to see it.”“What

about those lights?”“An old military ship. The legend is that it was piloted by a Navy captain

who defied the orders to keep the island quarantined. He docked the ship there to pick up

survivors from the military’s attacks against the trife and wound up letting the trife get on board.

He managed to shut down the reactors, but him and his whole crew died. So did the people

who were trying to escape.”“But the lights are on,” Hayden said.“Yeah. Margie said a bunch of

people started moving in after it got too cold for the trife. They tried to board up the entrances,

and they figured out how to turn the reactor back on. It didn’t work out so well for them.” She

shrugged. “I wasn’t alive for any of that. The trife live on the ship now.”“They must have a nest

inside,” Hayden said. “That’s why there are still so many of them on the island.”“You seem to

know a lot about them.”“More than I ever wanted to,” Hayden replied. “We can talk more about it

later. We can’t linger. The soldiers are still out there.”“Did you kill him?”“Who?”“Nathan. Is he

dead?”“No. He’s alive. At least, he was the last time I saw him.”“You were trying to kill him, back

at the hospital.”“I was trying to arrest him. Now I’m not. We came to an understanding. We

really don’t have time to talk about this right now.”As if to emphasize his point, a fresh beam of

light hit the ground a hundred meters back. Hayden found the helicopter there, the armored

soldier back on board and the light on his shoulder pouring out at the ground, replacing the

shot-out searchlight. The trife saw him too, and they stopped to look at the vessel, hissing and

scattering to escape it.“Shit,” Rhonna said. “How are we supposed to lose him?”The helicopter

was static while the soldier shifted, guiding the light ever closer to them.“I have an idea,”

Hayden said. “You aren’t going to like it.”“If it gets us away from that thing, I’m all for it.”“Then

follow me. Run as fast as you can.”Hayden didn’t wait for her to respond. He sprinted away,



rushing headlong in the direction of the old Navy ship, watching the ground as he did. One

wrong step, one slip, one fall, and he was as good as dead.The terrain was tricky. The concrete

was broken and cracked, dipped and uneven and filled with debris. Old car parts, garbage, and

clothes were the main sources of litter. The weeds were thick too, with narrow vines that

threatened to get between his feet and his ankles and trip him up. Still, he managed to dash

across at a decent clip, more familiar with this kind of destruction than he ever would have

wanted.He could hear Rhonna running behind him, her breathing ragged as she tried to keep

up. He risked a glance back, finding her closer than he thought, and then looking past her to

the enemy aircraft further behind. The light hadn’t found them, and the passengers hadn’t

figured out they weren’t trife. At least, not yet.He made it to one of the rusted, burned up old

cars. He stopped on the other side of it, putting out his good hand to catch Rhonna as she tried

to slow. He pulled her back behind it, and they ducked there together.The helicopter started

slowly moving forward, the soldier sweeping his shoulder light back and forth across the

road.“Where… are… we going?” Rhonna asked between heaves.Hayden pointed toward the

Navy ship.“What? Are you... fucking crazy?”Hayden put a finger to his lips. “Shhh.”“We won’t

last ten.... seconds in there.”“We won’t last ten seconds against that ship. Like you said, I have

a lot of experience with the trife. I like our chances better in there than out here.”She stared at

him wide-eyed but didn’t reply. He kept watching the helicopter. They were still a quarter-klick

from the ship, and there were more than a few trife between them and their destination. He had

to time it just right.“What are we waiting for?” Rhonna asked.Hayden reached out and took her

wrist in his hand. “When I go, you go. Don’t hesitate.”“Okay.”He waited a few more seconds, for

the helicopter to get a little closer. Then he rose and tugged Rhonna with him. “Let’s go!”He ran

again, this time keeping a grip on her arm, forcing her to match his pace. The light hit them a

few seconds later, and he looked back to see the helicopter speeding up and sliding forward.A

trife hissed from a dozen meters away, throwing itself at them from behind a car. Hayden let go

of Rhonna long enough to slam the creature in the side of the head, pummeling it into the

ground. A second came at them from the other side, and he quickly grabbed his revolver and

fired, shooting it in the chest and knocking it down.One round left.He holstered it again,

grabbing Rhonna’s arm as they continued to run. He glanced back over his shoulder. The

armored soldier had perched at the edge of the open side. He bent his legs and jumped out of

the aircraft.“Move!” Hayden said, finding more speed. The trife’s interest in them was

increasing, and the group nearest the ship was breaking for them, coming at them from up

ahead.He yanked Rhonna to the side as they passed an old car, getting them behind it to hide

from the soldier. The weight of his armor caused the ground to shake slightly when he hit, and

then he started shooting, his rifle peppering the car with rounds. He stopped after a short burst,

and then Hayden could hear his heavy armored feet running along the pavement at their

backs.The armor made him fast. Too damn fast. They were getting closer to the ship and the

trife. The lead creature pulled up right in front of Hayden, slashing with its claws. He used his

dead hand to block the attack, driving a punch into the creature’s stomach that broke its bones

and sent it tumbling back.The soldier started shooting again. Not at them this time, but at the

trife. The demons hissed as they were cut to ribbons by his rifle, knocked down before they

could give him trouble.The ship was looming overhead, the ramp from shore to the deck visible

in its running lights. A mass of trife poured from it and down the ramp, a dark slick of living oil

that spread when it hit the bottom.Hayden found another wreck nearby, directing Rhonna

toward it. The soldier was still shooting at the trife, cutting them down in rapid succession. The

helicopter was there, too. Did it have another of the powerful weapons that destroyed the Kiev

on board? Hayden had a hunch it didn’t. The man in the armor seemed to be the only extra



passenger on the craft.They ducked behind the twisted metal. The trife were close, and a pair

of them hopped onto the top of the wreck, hissing down at them.Hayden grabbed his revolver,

holding it up where they could see it and throwing it to the ground a couple of meters away. The

trife turned from them, charging at the soldier. From the volume of gunfire that followed, he shot

them all down in a matter of seconds.“What the hell?” Rhonna said, confused by the surrender

of his weapon.Hayden didn’t get to answer. The metal groaned, and then it rose from its

position, thrown aside by the armored soldier.Hayden took a few steps back, pushing Rhonna

behind him. The soldier was big, almost the same size as Stacker, the armor making him

bigger still. He took a heavy step toward Hayden.Hayden glanced back. The trife were

regrouping. He looked up at the soldier, whose hand balled and shot forward, trying to hit him

in the chest. He caught it with his replacement, catching the fist and slowing it to a stop.They

remained fixed in place, neither one moving as they pushed against one another, power armor

against enhanced synthetic musculature. It was only a second or two before Hayden realized

he couldn’t match the strength of the hand.But he only needed a second or two.Then the trife

arrived, an entire mass of them lunging at the soldier in the powered armor, determining that

he, not Hayden or Rhonna, posed the greatest threat. He drew back from Hayden as the

demons hit him, latching onto his armor and slashing at it with teeth and claws. He grabbed

one and crushed it in his hand, kicked another away, and bashed a third against the old wreck.

Three more took their place at once, even as Hayden grabbed Rhonna’s arm again and started

backing away.The trife ignored them, focused on the soldier, who started backing away, trying

to put some distance between himself and them so he could grab his rifle from his back and

start shooting. The helicopter swooped in behind him, dropping low.Hayden continued to lead

Rhonna back, clearing the group of trife and making it to the ramp up into the old ship. There

were no creatures left in the area, all of them having gone to attack the soldier.“You knew?”

Rhonna said as they ascended.Hayden nodded. “This isn’t my first tangle with the trife.”They

reached the deck of the ship. Hayden kept his good hand up, ready to defend them as they

crossed to the open doorway leading inside. They stepped in, and he grabbed the heavy metal

door and swung it closed, turning the lock to seal it.“You just locked us in here with them?”

Rhonna said.“I just locked most of them out,” Hayden replied. “The rest are probably busy

reproducing.”He scanned the inside, looking for stairs leading up to the bridge and heading

over to them.“Are you going to tell me you know how to drive this thing, too?” Rhonna asked.“I

have no idea how to drive it. Maybe between the two of us, we can figure it out. In any case, as

long as that soldier doesn’t come back with something bigger and more powerful, we should be

safe for a while.”“What about the trife?”“What about them? They’re too busy making babies to

care about us, at least for now.”He started climbing. Rhonna stayed behind him.“Who are you?”

she asked.Chapter 6Hayden and Rhonna made it up to the bridge. It was filthy and covered in

dust, but it was mostly intact. The crew stations were all powered and active, the lights on, the

displays showing different readings that probably hadn’t changed much at all in the last

hundred years. A pair of corpses were resting in the corner, a male and female, their throats

torn, their bodies decomposing. Aged blood stained the floor around them.Rhonna gasped at

the sight of them, and at the smell that permeated the space. They were the first people to

enter since the couple had died. She turned away from them, face pale, and walked over to

one of the screens, using her sleeve to wipe away a layer of dust. It left a smudge of dirt, a

terminal cursor visible beneath it.Hayden went back to the hatch leading onto the bridge,

shoving it closed despite its complaints and making sure to lock it. Rhonna had spun back

around to face him by then, and he held out his good hand toward her.“Duke. Sheriff Hayden

Duke,” he said, giving her the best smile he could manage. He was sure he looked like hell.She



took his hand in hers. “Rhonna Johnson,” she said. “Are you sure we’re safe in here?” She

looked out the forward glass, eyes scanning the darkness. “From the soldiers, I mean.”“For

now,” Hayden replied. “That’s not to say they won’t decide to sink this boat, but we weren’t

exactly swimming in alternatives. Besides, it’s possible the soldier didn’t see us board. He was

a little busy with the trife.”“Swimming?” Rhonna asked. “I’m glad someone here has a sense of

humor.”Hayden smiled. “What else am I going to do? We’re here, and nothing’s going to

change that. You don’t happen to know who the soldier was, do you?”“No. I’ve never seen him

before tonight. That group that attacked us, they were Tinker’s Liberators. I’d bet my life on it.

Do you think they found Nathan?”“I don’t know. I hope not.” Hayden slumped to the ground,

leaning back against the sealed door. It had been a long night. A night that had seen every

member of the squad he had arrived with killed. “Thanks for helping Animal and me out back

there. I have to be honest; you’re the last person I would have expected to come to our rescue.”

The Spacer had died a hero’s death. It was another reason to carry on. To make sure it wasn’t

for nothing.“I wasn’t helping you,” Rhonna replied. “I thought maybe you had Nathan.” She

shook her head, as though she had the worst luck in the world. “I was trying to help him, the

way he helped me.”“Well, thank you anyway. I’d be dead if it weren’t for you.”“And I’d be dead a

few times over if it weren’t for you.” She rubbed at her temples with her fingertips. “This has

been the worst few days of my life. Ever since Nathan showed up.” She looked at him. “You

aren’t like them, are you? What did Nathan call them? Centurions? You don’t have the same

accent, and you don’t carry yourself the same way. You look, I don’t know. More weathered.

More real.”Hayden laughed. “You mean old?”“No. Weathered. Experienced. Like you’ve been

through a lot. You know more about the trife than anyone I’ve ever met. You’re an Earther,

aren’t you?”Hayden nodded. “Yes. From the other side of what used to be the United States.

We have some territory there. Three cities. About six hundred square kilometers and growing.

We call it the United Western Territories.”“Six hundred?” She looked at him disbelievingly. “How

do you keep the trife away?”“We’ve worked hard to destroy the nests in the area and keep

them from building new ones. That’s not to say it’s safe or easy, but we manage.”“But you came

here with the Centurions?”He nodded again. “Nathan told you about Centurions? About

Proxima?”“He did. He said the people on Proxima don’t know about us. They don’t know what

happened here.”“A lot of the history of the trife and the war has been erased. Forgotten. They

say it’s to protect people. To keep them safe.”“Do you believe that bullshit?”“No. Neither did

Sergeant Bennett. The Spacer who brought me here with him.”“Where is he?”“Dead.”Rhonna

bit her lip. “I’m sorry.”“He was a good soldier and a better friend. He helped me save my people

when they were in trouble, even though it wasn’t in his superiors’ best interests. He convinced

them to give us a chance to prove we aren’t the devolved savages they think we are. Now that

he’s gone, I don’t know what’s going to happen to our agreements, to my settlement, or to

Earth.” He paused for a moment, considering the statement. It seemed like such a distant

worry considering where they were right now.“You’ll manage,” Rhonna replied. “We always

do.”Hayden smiled. “I have a wife and daughter back home. I want to see them again.”“I have a

feeling you will.”Hayden held up his limp, broken hand. “I’m not so sure. I’m not in the best

shape right now.”“You’re still alive. We both are. Honestly, I didn’t think that would be true four

hours ago.”“I met Margie,” Hayden said. “She told me some of what happened.”“She told you

where to find me?”“No. Lonnie.”“That little shit.” She laughed sardonically. “The funny thing is, if

you hadn’t shown up when you did, I think Nathan and I would both have been killed.”“What

else did Nathan tell you about himself. Did you know why we were chasing him?”She nodded.

“Yeah. He said he was framed by some group called the Trust for murdering his wife. She hid

something in her wedding ring. Something they want real bad.”Hayden reached into his pocket



and withdrew the ring. “I took it for safekeeping. Nathan is big and strong and resourceful, but

he doesn’t know this world like I do.”“I don’t know if anyone knows this world like you do.”“Did

he have any idea what’s on it? He didn’t have a chance to tell me.”“No. He doesn't know. He

wanted to find someone who could tell him.”“I want the same thing. I know nobody died and

made me Earth’s protector, but as far as I’m concerned, I have a responsibility to keep people

safe and to try to help, whether I’m on the east coast or the west coast, or wherever on the

planet I happen to be. My father was a Sheriff. So was his father before him.”“I know what a

Sheriff is from Hawaii Five-O. It’s an old entertainment stream.”Hayden smiled. “I knew a man

named Duncan. He had a huge collection of old movies and shows. We have it in the Tower in

Sanisco now. People take turns picking them out to watch. I haven’t seen Hawaii Five-O.”“It was

my brother’s favorite. It was about lawmen too.”“Bennett dragged me into this. I kind of regret it

now, but what’s done is done. I’m going to see it through.”“Well, Nathan saved me from the trife,

and now so have you. I owe both of you, and the truth is I can’t go home, so I guess you’re

stuck with me for a while. Maybe I can even be useful.”“You’re a good shot with a pistol,”

Hayden said. “I’m sure you can be useful.”“I’m pretty good with a spear too. Against trife, at

least. Anyway, I’m glad you two are on the same side now. Or not?”Hayden realized he had

made a face in response to her statement. “He thinks I stole the ring from him. I don’t know if

he’s realized why I took it, or if he’s just pissed he doesn’t have it. I can’t guarantee when we

run into one another again that he won’t try to kill me for it.”“Maybe if I’m with you I can stop

him before he does anything too irrational.”“Here’s to hoping.”“So, Sheriff. What do we do

now?”Hayden pushed himself back to his feet. He was still tired, but the ten minutes of rest he

had taken helped immensely. “I’m going to take a look around. Hopefully, the last people in

here didn’t take all of the military gear the Navy likely left behind. We don’t have a single gun to

speak of. Or a spear.”“You’re going out there with them?”Hayden held up his good hand. It was

scuffed and dented, but at least it was still functional. “I’m not defenseless. I’m also wearing a

bodysuit under here.”“Bodysuit?”“Flexible armor. It helps against trife teeth and claws. You can

wait for me here. Lock the door behind me, and you’ll be safe.”“I don’t want to be alone in here.”
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Amanda (Katt), “Just wait until you get the twist at the end.... What I love about M.R. Forbes’

stories is that they are like piranha: they grab you and do not let go until you’re stripped to the

bone.Earth Unrelenting picks up with Nathan Stacker pursuing Sheriff Hayden Duke to recover

the one thing that means anything to him: his murdered wife’s wedding ring.Of course, said

wedding has a data chip carrying information his wife was murdered to protect.And there is

nothing Nathan won’t do to get it back...even if it’s making a deal with the enemy.Hayden, on

the other hand, knows the ring somehow means a threat to the safety to everyone on Earth. He

suspects a dreadful secret.The breakneck paces follows Hayden as Nathan tries again and

again to catch up with him. Never once does Hayden lose face and stop trying to convince

Nathan that they are on the same side.Twists and turns abound. The story doesn’t let up,

doesn’t disappoint.And Oh boy, what a twist at the end.Now, excuse me whilst I stick my nose

into the next book in the series.”

CasuallyRelyt, “Wow. This whole thing is a wild ride. Not just this book. I started this series not

at the beginning of it, but at the start of Sheriff Duke's story. And I'm trying now to read them all

in order. There are some great characters, both main and side, (but don't get too attached to

anyone. Mr. Forbes has a habit of killing people.) I'm hoping to see a meeting between The

Sheriff and Sargeant Card, but who knows!The sci-fi here is cool, and the world being built is

very interesting, but it's spread out over a lot of books. Also, each on so far reads more like a

thriller than sci-fi, but really that's part of the appeal. It's a very different pace than most sci-fi

novels, with space opera-esq stuff, post apocalyptic settings, aliens, Government and

espionage stuff. But it all flows together really well. 5/5 for this series, even if each book isn't

exactly a perfect score.”

Char, “The Others. You'll hear about them. Tinker. You'll meet him. The sheriff and Nathan are

frenemies, sometimes fighting together, sometimes fighting each other. Nathan wants to know

what's on Niobe's chip. But the sheriff takes it from him. So Nathan has to find the sheriff; and,

they both have to find their way to edenrise, but there's the trife to deal with; and, nomads; and

the community run by loki. You'll meet them all and follow their journey on a thrill ride threw

Manhattan and the east coast. It's very exciting with a great mystery to solve. Enjoy”

Donald M. Rosendale, “Great Military Sci-Fi!. A fast read. This universe is based on a

dystopian earth that has been invaded by an alien hoard of Trifes. Trifes reproduce at a rapid

rate in a “Hive” format. These have been sent to “soften” the earth for eventual invasion by the

“others”. Humans managed to escape to another solar system, but basically abandon those

who are still left on earth to fend for themselves. There is still a little contact with earth from the

“higher ups” of the political establishment. Politics and Military action galor.Good reading for

those who like gaming and military action.  Hard to put down this book!”

W.C., “Another Page Turner. This second book in the Forgotten Earth series kept me wanting

to see what would happen next just as much as the first one. The action continues at an

unrelenting pace as Nathan Stacker continues his pursuit of Sheriff Hayden Duke in order to

get his murdered wife's ring- and the data chip hidden within- back. Twists and turns abound.

New allies and enemies emerge. Sadly not everyone will make it through to the end.As a side

note, if you are a fan of video games like Fallout 3, Fallout New Vegas, and Fallout 4, then I

think you will really enjoy this series. There are some similar themes like different dangerous

and quirky human factions, scattered but powerful tech, and a post apocalyptic theme

throughout that is really entertaining.”



Aylaleilani McRae-Hedding, “Thrilling!. What a read! I couldn’t put this book down, had to keep

going.Anyone who enjoys syfy, this series is definitely for them.Eager to read the next book

and engage my imagination further.Thank you for the great read.”

max knoth, “Brilliant Series. I'm conflicted by the books that M.R. Forbes is pumping out.

They're all so good - what do I read next?!Fortunately, I'm showing a little self-discipline and

forcing myself to go through the Forgotten series chronologically. Such great characters and

you just know their various centres of each stream are going to converge soon.Earth

Unrelenting is no exception. Fast paced, but still plenty of story line and character development

to force mornings of 'readers remorse' - because 30 mins became 3 hours despite having to

get up early the next day.Keep them coming!”

Olivier, “Really entertaining and doesn’t repeat itself. By the time you reach that book, you will

have read all the other Forgotten books in the series. They are all well written, the characters

are endearing, albeit cliche, and the story is well paced. Up to that point, you could read this

series or another, that wouldn’t make that much of a difference and I would probably give it a

solid 3 starsHowever, it struck me that what makes these books so enticing is that they are

unpredictable: you don’t know who will live or die, what the heroes will do, and the books don’t

follow the same pattern reskinned ad nauseam like Dan’s Brown entire work.I gave this series

a chance, not expecting much and what an amazing surprise! I strongly recommend it.PS: I

am not giving it 5 stars because you have to rival Asimov or Banks to get it. MR Forbes’ books

are great but they are not playing quite in the same category (... from what I’ve seen so far at

least)”

M. Morgan, “A sc fi adventure spanning many sub genres. A rare thing indeed- an ebook

Series with substantial content per book not just split up chapters. Have enjoyed this book and

previous keen to see where it goes next as it has some great threats and characters to follow.

Don’t take it too seriously and it will entertain as Sci fi should.”

Alex Matthews, “Another tale. Second book done in this series. story unfolds, the Others? Will

Nate survive. On to the next exciting instalment.  Loving the suspense”

Derrick, “Next instalment please. Second book as good as the first, if not better, book three,

who knows?, just about to start reading it, bye”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great series for sci fi readers. This book is part of a series which I

thoroughly enjoyed. As stated in my review of the final book a little too much gun description for

me which is why I didn't give a 5 star review.”

The book by M.R. Forbes has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 783 people have provided feedback.
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